PRESS RELEASE
Schur Flexibles Group enters into exclusive negotiations with French flexible
packaging producer UNI Packaging
-

Intended acquisition will strengthen Schur Flexibles’ position in both the
dairy and fresh food business in France and the UK

-

UNI Packaging is an important player in innovative digital printing
technology

-

Transaction expected to be completed within the upcoming weeks

Baden, 7 March 2018 – Schur Flexibles Group (SF), one of Europe’s leading flexible
packaging suppliers in Europe, has reached a general agreement with the French
family-owned company UNI Packaging and has entered into exclusive negotiations
regarding a potential acquisition of the company. With the planned acquisition, Schur
Flexibles intends to strengthen its leading market position in Europe.
Headquartered in Averdoingt, France, UNI Packaging has a network of seven
production sites and five logistics hubs – predominantly based in France, the UK and
Austria - and European sales offices.
Michael Schernthaner, Managing Director of Schur Flexibles Group, said: “UNI
Packaging would perfectly complement and enhance our business portfolio. It is an
established player which keeps breaking new ground. With our combined businesses
based on a balanced geographic footprint, leading technology and high quality
products, we would shape the future of the packaging industry.”
Franck Caresmel, a UNI Packaging board member, added: “The flexible packaging
market is characterised by fast technical developments and increasing customer
expectations. As part of the Schur Flexibles Group, we would be even better prepared
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to face these challenges, with the ability to leverage our combined experiences and
our different areas of expertise advantageously.”
UNI Packaging annually invests over EUR 2m into research and development, as well
as the innovation and development of existing products and processes. This strong
focus on innovation has made the company into a technological leader with the ability
to satisfy clients’ needs and to anticipate market developments.
UNI Packaging is a major player in digital printing for flexible packaging in Europe,
which is the ideal technology for ultra-short runs with no upfront costs. Schur Flexibles
plans to benefit from UNI Packaging’s proven know-how in this area and aims to
access the digital printing technology.
The planned acquisition would additionally add scale to Schur Flexibles’ operations
and would improve profitability.
Given UNI Packaging’s extensive knowledge and experience in packaging dairy and
fresh food products, the planned acquisition would help Schur Flexibles to expand its
footprint in both the fast-growing cheese & dairy and in the fresh food & convenience
markets. The Caresmel family would take on an important role for the combined
group’s cheese & dairy as well as fresh food & convenience business.
Regionally, the planned combination would support Schur Flexibles’ foothold in France
and the UK. Schur Flexibles intends to leverage UNI Packaging’s strong market
position for pouches, which are increasingly acting as substitute to rigid packaging, on
a pan-European base. In the future, the Caresmel family would assume responsibility
for both the pouch-making and digital operations of the combined businesses.
The combination of Schur Flexibles’ and UNI Packaging’s extrusion businesses would
increase scale and improve the companies’ ability to serve customers even better.
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The signing is expected to take place within the upcoming weeks. The transaction will
be subject to both internal and external approval including authorisation from the
relevant competition authorities.

About Schur Flexibles Group
Headquartered in Baden near Vienna, Austria, Schur Flexibles Group specialises in
innovative, high-quality and made-to-measure high-barrier packaging solutions for the
food, tobacco and pharmaceutical industries. With its integrated chain of added value,
from extrusion via print and laminating, to extensive bag and pouch-making, the Group,
which was founded in 2012, recorded an actual turnover of 350 million euros (2017),
making it one of the top European companies in the industry. Schur Flexibles employs
around 1,400 employees and is made up of 12 companies with 14 production plants in
Germany, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Greece and Russia,
all of them highly specialised and each of them enjoying technology-leadership status
in their own fields. This centre-of-excellence concept makes the Group an attractive
and expert partner for client companies in selected industries.

About UNI Packaging
UNI Packaging specialises in the transformation of flexible packaging. For several
decades, the family-owned group’s product portfolio, which is headquartered in the
French town of Averdoingt, encompasses numerous competitive solutions, including
creation/design, co-extrusion, rotogravure, flexography, digital, film lamination, sleeve
bag forming and logistics. Given the group’s sustained investment policy, UNI
Packaging has state-of-the-art equipment and technical expertise at its disposal which
aim to optimize the added value of the delivered packaging. UNI Packaging is a
European leader in digital printing and counts on a network of 7 production sites, 5
logistics hubs and European sales offices.
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